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Welcome
FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR
WE ARE GOMEZ
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Grow, ource & deliver
FROM OUR ORIGINS IN COVENT GARDEN MARKET IN THE 1950S,
TO THE 5 HECTARE UK BASED SITE WE OPERATE FROM TODAY,
GOMEZ HAS ALWAYS BEEN PASSIONATE ABOUT FRESH PRODUCE.
Times have changed and Gomez has continued to grow and
develop, but one thing has remained the same – our commitment
to supply consistently high quality produce all year round.
Over the years the business has grown substantially and we are
now one of the UK’s largest fresh produce companies supplying
an extensive range of salad, fruit and vegetable products and
industry leading service provision.
We use our expertise and knowledge to meet the ever changing
challenges of the retail sector, ensuring an all year round supply
of salad, fruit and vegetables.
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From our beginnings, almost sev
enty years ago, we have
supplied the best fresh produc
e which is ethically and
sustainably grown and delivered
. This report aims to highlight
some of the ways in which we do
this.
This has been a year that has
seen the worst crisis in
generations, but it has also sho
wn us some of the best of
humanity. Fresh produce supply
chains were put to the test,
but here at Gomez our staff rose
to the challenge every day
to continue to deliver food to
the nation. We can’t thank
all of our people enough for
their dedication to keeping
people fed.

Jim Parmenter
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At the end of an extraordi
nary
year, we are pleased to launch
our
first Responsible Sourcing Rep
ort,
reflecting on our work during 20
20 to
deliver on our commitments to pe
ople
and planet.
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THE GOMEZ GROUP

OUR RESPONSIBLE SOURCING PROGRAMME

A t a glance
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THE GOMEZ GROUP (GOMEZ, PALOMA, FRUTAS ESTHER, GOMEZ
FRESH, JOLLY TOM) FARMS OVER 3,250 HECTARES OF OWNED
PRODUCTION IN SPAIN, 11 HECTARES IN THE NETHERLANDS AND
5 HECTARES IN THE UK.

THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS), ALSO KNOWN
AS THE GLOBAL GOALS, WERE ADOPTED BY ALL UN MEMBER
STATES IN 2015 AS A UNIVERSAL CALL TO ACTION.
All seventeen goals recognise that action in one area will affect
outcomes in others and that development must balance social,
economic and environmental sustainability. Achieving these
goals requires the partnership of government, business and civil
society.

In addition to owned production we also work with longstanding grower partners around the world, which enables us
to provide the highest quality products all year round.
Most of our grower partners have supplied through Gomez for
over 10 years – some for over 60 years. 75% of Gomez supply
sits with 6 growers who are all single ownership super farms.

Our Responsible Sourcing strategy for 2020-2025 has
been designed to support the fulfilment of the SDGs. Just as
the global goals are interconnected, so too are the complex
challenges our strategy sets out to tackle: climate change,
labour standards, resource scarcity, biodiversity, human rights,
food waste and food inequality. By focussing on the SDGs we
have identified as our areas of greatest impact, we are able to
align our priorities with concerted global action to ensure our
actions make a real difference.

90% of Gomez supply sits with 10 suppliers. This delivers
economies of scale, secure supply, maximum opportunities for
direct deliveries and maximum customer focus and engagement.

1900 hectares: Spain

Gomez is an independent company
owned and run by its Directors

300 hectares: Morocco

5 hectares: Netherlands

SDGs

1300 hectares: Spain

8 hectares: UK

HUMAN RIGHTS
Spotlight on...

- MODERN SLAVERY
- SPANISH ETHICAL TRADE FORUM
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Human Right
HUMAN RIGHTS

OUR PROGRESS

Our framework
IN 2019 WE RECONFIRMED OUR COMMITMENT TO THE UN
GUIDING PRINCIPLES ON BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS AND
SET OUT A NEW STRATEGY TO 2025.
Our overarching strategic aim is to fulfil our responsibility as a
company to respect and support human rights throughout our
supply chain. We are doing this by embedding a meaningful
and practical human rights due diligence approach in
collaboration with our customers, our suppliers, workers in our
supply chain and a range of other stakeholders.
OUR HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE APPROACH

POLICY
COMMITMENT

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

COMMUNICATION,
SHARING AND REPORTING

RISK IDENTIFICATION
AND ASSESSMENT

WORKER VOICE
GRIEVANCE AND REMEDY

MONITORING
AND EVALUATION

EFFECTIVE ACTION

BASED ON FRAMEWORK ARTICULATED BY ETI AND ERGON

Trading ethically

A t a glance
IN PRACTICE
For Gomez, this means trading ethically: ensuring that our
products, no matter where they are grown or packed, are
produced under conditions that demonstrate respect for the
people who grow, pack and deliver them. It means ensuring
that work is that in which workers’ rights are protected and
generates an adequate income, with sufficient social protection,
working in conditions of freedom, equity, security and human
dignity. It also means respecting the rights of people living in the
communities around not only our operations but also those of
our suppliers and ensuring that access to remedy is available.
COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW
To make sure we have the right foundations in place for our new
human rights strategy, we undertook a comprehensive review of
our processes and internal systems relating to ethical trade. These
basic ‘building blocks’ are: our Ethical Trading Undertakings for
our own site and for suppliers, based on the same core ILO
principles and ETI Base Code; several new policies to address
specific priority areas; our membership of Sedex, enabling us
to share information relevant to human rights with our supply
chain; internal processes to monitor suppliers’ capacity to fulfil
all customer ethical requirements; communication channels on
ethical issues; and, guidance to support suppliers to tackle root
cause issues.
RISK ASSESSMENT
Having refreshed these mechanisms, we have worked to build
and embed effective processes for human rights risk assessment,
prioritisation, impact investigation and remediation. The first step

in this was to map our product supply chains specifically with
a human rights lens and to gather high level country risk data.
We drew on data from a range of sources and the process
we followed is outlined in our most recent Modern Slavery
Statement, which is available on our website.
OUR PRIORITIES
From this data, we were then able to prioritise by country our
process for disaggregating potential human rights risks. Based
on the available high level country information overlaid with
data on our own sourcing volumes from each geography, we
prioritised Spain, Morocco, Israel and the UK for particularly
focussed human rights due diligence. An analysis of publicly
available data on known human and labour rights risks (see
our Modern Slavery Statement for more) shows some common
themes and we have therefore prioritised not only geographic
areas, but also thematic ones. These are: forced labour and
modern slavery, particularly responsible recruitment, labour
providers and recruitment fees; gender and equality; worker
representation and voice; and enhancing livelihoods, including
accommodation standards and circular migration.

• 100% of suppliers on Sedex and risk assessed via RADAR.
• 100% of key sourcing countries rated medium or high risk
comprehensively risk assessed from a human rights and
labour standards perspective.
• A/B member of Sedex and participant in Sedex gender
working group.
• Own UK manufacturing site SMETA zero non
conformances, rated ‘gold’ by customer assessment.
• Zero critical NCs in SMETA audits of our key suppliers in
highest risk country (Morocco) – pack house and farm
level - during 2020.
• 100% of key suppliers in high and medium risk countries
SMETA audited, GRASP assessed or second party audited.
• Bespoke ETI training for UK technical and procurement
teams, technical managers at source and key suppliers
from highest risk country (Morocco) in 2019.
• Key Spanish suppliers engaged in Spanish Ethical Forums,
83% of our most significant salad suppliers participating
actively in at least one working group.
• 100% of worker accommodation at key supplier sites
assessed in person by Gomez in Spain, Morocco and UK
over 2019-2020.

MODERN SLAVERY

Reporting

tran parently
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WE HAVE WORKED HARD TO CONTINUOUSLY PROGRESS THE
QUALITY OF OUR MODERN SLAVERY REPORTING YEAR ON YEAR,
AS EXPECTED UNDER SECTION 54 OF THE MODERN SLAVERY ACT
(2015).
See our website to view our Modern Slavery Statement for the
reporting year 2019-2020.

HIGHLIGHTS
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Our progre

• Key UK human rights and ethical team members trained by
Stronger Together, GLAA, and on Responsible Recruitment
Toolkit (Introduction to Responsible Recruitment and
Eliminating Worker Paid Recruitment Fees) in 2019-2020.
• 50% of UK growers attended Stronger Together training.
• Designed a comprehensive policy and guidance for
suppliers specifically on modern slavery, forced labour
and responsible recruitment, to complement our ethical
trading undertaking. This policy endorses our commitments
in line with the Priority Industry Principles on Forced Labour
that:
• Every worker should have freedom of movement.
• No worker should pay for a job.
• No worker should be indebted or coerced to work.
• Mapped key suppliers’ labour supply chains.
• Designed a programme of work with stakeholder input to
model responsible recruitment principles and to be piloted
over the coming year.
• Supported suppliers with guidance on issues such as
excessive working hours, overtime and the prohibition of
retention of workers’ identity documents.
• Supported one of our growers to implement a strengthened
recruitment process, including targeted questions designed
specifically to identify potential modern slavery indicators
at interview.

Spotlight on Modern Slavery

THE SPANISH ETHICAL TRADE FORUM
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Comercio Etico

WE ARE COMMITTED TO TAKING EFFECTIVE JOINT ACTION
IN PRIORITISED AREAS. IN SPAIN, FOR EXAMPLE, WE BEGAN
SPONSORING THE FOROS COMERCIO ÉTICO (THE SPANISH
ETHICAL TRADE FORUM) IN 2019.
The Forum is a collaborative
initiative established to drive
real improvements in working
conditions and labour rights
throughout the Spanish fresh
produce sector. It is funded
and supported by all major
UK supermarkets and several
major importers and provides
resources, training and guidance for growers in the key regions
of Huelva, Murcia and Almeria.
When we began our sponsorship, we did so with the promise of
rapidly deepening our engagement and participation. Over the
course of 2020 we have achieved this, by sitting on the Forum’s
Governance Group (the group that oversees and approves
the Forum’s strategy), by co-chairing the Accommodation
Working Group (which designed the recent guidance for all
growers on employer-provided worker accommodation) and
by joining the Communication Hub (supporting in the Forum’s
aim to strengthen impact communication). We have also
encouraged our suppliers to deepen their own participation.
We are pleased that currently 83% of our most significant
Spanish salad suppliers are involved in at least one designated
working group, designing best practice guidance on issues
from Covid protections to worker management dialogue.

Spotlight on Foro
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMME
Spotlight on...

- RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP IN SPAIN
- TOWARDS NET ZERO IN OUR UK PRODUCTION
- FOOD WASTE
- FARESHARE

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY PROGRAMME
A t a glance

AS A FRESH PRODUCE BUSINESS, WE WORK HAND IN HAND
WITH THE ENVIRONMENT. OUR GROUP PARTNERS, AS WELL
AS MANY OF OUR SUPPLIERS, ARE LEADING THE WAY
GLOBALLY IN FINDING SOLUTIONS TO SOME OF THE MOST
COMPLEX ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES.
Highlights:
• Ambitious targets set to 2025 for CO2e reductions, water
efficiency, plastics and pollinator health.
• Carbon reduction target for UK packing site achieved 7
years ahead of target (-23% by 2019).
• Began reporting in 2020 on rest-of-supply chain
agricultural emissions that represent 52.5% of our typical
tomato volume and 29.5% pepper volume.
• 4,000 tonnes of carbon now removed from our own UK
agricultural production every year.
• 38% reduction in CO2e emissions from selected crops in
our own group production in Spain.
• 44% reduction in fertiliser use for selected soil grown crops
in group production in Spain.
• 11% reduction in water use (litre per tonne of product) for
selected soil grown crops in Spain.
• Food waste reduced by 70% since 2017 as a proportion
of total food handled.
• Began reporting in 2020 on food waste at source within
our Group.
• 33.2 tonnes of surplus food donated to FareShare,
equivalent to 79,192 meals.

Environmental Su tainability
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HYDROPONIC CROPS
We have learnt that the carbon and water footprint
results are highly dependent on the crop variety and
yield. Our precision irrigation system data shows that we
are managing water and fertiliser at optimal efficiency,
therefore further emissions reductions will be made
through our transition to solar powering of the irrigation
pump heads over the next two years for example. The
remodelling of our substrate system has allowed us to
now collect 100% of drainage water and reduce nitrate
spillage to zero.

RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP IN SPAIN
Gomez - Paloma

PALOMA, OUR GROUP PARTNER, IS A LEADER IN THE SPANISH
HORTICULTURAL SECTOR, WITH OVER 1,900 HECTARES OF 100%
OWNED PRODUCTION IN THE COASTAL STRIP BETWEEN ÁGUILAS,
LORCA AND MAZARRÓN, MURCIA. AS THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT
TOMATO GROWER IN SPAIN, WE HAVE OVER 500 HECTARES
DEDICATED TO GREENHOUSE TOMATO PRODUCTION AND WE ARE
ALSO A SIGNIFICANT GRAPE GROWER WITH OVER 350 HECTARES
OF GRAPES.
Agriculture in Spain faces a mix of sustainability challenges
such as water stress, agrochemical runoff and biodiversity
decline. This case study focuses on Paloma’s work to optimise
management of resources, particularly water, and inputs, such
as fertiliser. It forms part of a holistic strategy for sustainability
that includes:
• Demonstrating best practice in water stewardship: using
advanced technology to optimise water use in both
hydroponic and soil grown crops.
• Reducing carbon footprints across crops: for example
through optimising fertiliser use.
• Investing in clean energy: a programme of photovoltaic
panel installation for self-supply.
• Maximising biological control methods: used across
all crops, with 100% biological management for all
greenhouse production.
• Promoting biodiversity: each farm has a Conservation
Action Plan.

INITIATING DATA GATHERING
In 2016, Paloma began a yearly programme of carbon
and water foot printing for tomato, grape, nectarine and
pomegranate production. In doing so, we were the first in
Spain to measure the footprints of hydroponic crops (90% of
our tomato cultivation is hydroponic).
Annual foot printing across crops has allowed us to identify
potential improvement points for intervention and compare
impact data across campaigns. The footprint project was
developed using the eFoodPrint software, a partner of the
EsAgua network, and under the analysis and validation of DNV
GL and framed within the Agro Services program of Bayer.
ALL CROPS
All of our crops are drip irrigated and we continuously invest
in rapid advances in technology to enable further water usage
precision. This allows us to match irrigation and fertigation
exactly to the plants’ specific requirements on a continuous
real-time basis, maximising efficiency.
HYDROPONIC CROPS
Hydroponic systems are typically far less water and input
intensive than soil grown crops. They also avoid the significant
GHG footprint associated with N₂O emissions from cultivated
soils. We know from consistent foot printing that fertiliser
(production and application) accounts for the most significant
proportion of a crop’s carbon footprint so it is important that we
have reduced fertiliser inputs to the most efficient minimum.

Spotlight on Re ource Steward hip
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Within our hydroponic system, irrigation and fertigation is
programmed by precision demand monitoring. Runoff is
monitored and analysed in our on-site laboratory to allow us
to adjust nutrient application to the plants’ needs in terms of
quantity and solution composition. In order to increase drainage
collection; reduce nitrate spillage and enable us to reuse runoff
water; we began a process of transforming our hydroponic
system to contain a greater volume and quality of substrate.
SOIL GROWN CROPS
In 2016, we began a programme of installation of soil humidity
and conductivity sensors and Smart Water Points for our soil
grown crops. These allow us to monitor soil conditions in
real time and adjust irrigation and fertigation requirements
accordingly.

SOIL GROWN CROPS
Through the installation of soil EC sensors and smart water
points for soil grown crops we have:
• Reduced absolute fertiliser input by 44% on average
since 2016.

• Reduced water consumption by 11% per tonne of
product.
• We have reduced our carbon footprint of soil grown
crops and work is ongoing on this. However, annual
data (below) for one of our pomegranate crops,
shows that we have reduced the carbon footprint by
almost 38% since 2016.

CROP CARBON INTENSITY

WATER SOURCING

YEAR

2015

2016

2017

2018

Underpinning crop level interventions, we have been working
to reduce the overall impact of our water sources. Desalinised
water accounts for 80% of our total water use. The desalinisation
process is typically carbon-intensive (estimated at between
0.4–6.7 kg CO2e/m³ for standard installations).

POMEGRANATE

236.6

211.72

146.53

146.53

Floating solar panels have been installed on the main
desalinisation plant that supplies us. The advantages of these
are two-fold: they provide clean energy with which to power
the desalinisation process and also act as a cover to prevent
evaporation from the reservoir.

kg CO2e per tonne of product

Floating solar panels on the desalinisation reservoir save
35,000m³ of water from evaporating and 1,175 tonnes of
CO₂e annually. It is projected that, over the amortization
period, the floating panels will save 280,000 m³ of water
(and more than 1 million m³ over their lifespan). In terms of
carbon, it is projected that 42,000 tonnes of CO₂e will
be saved during the amortization period and more than
150,000 tonnes over the panels’ lifespan. The financial
case is also clear: the panels are projected to cut the
plant’s energy bill by almost 30%, saving approx. € 5.50
per m³ of water produced over the amortization period.

for the heat and power it uses. The ESCO includes developing,
designing, financing and installing the energy plant, as well as taking
care of fuel supply and operation and maintenance over a 20-year
contract term.

PHASE 1 - SAVING 1,800
TONNES OF CARBON A YEAR

In January 2020, the nursery was expanded significantly by adding
3 hectares of new glasshouse to the existing 5 hectares. To support
this, Phase 2 has involved the installation of an additional 5MW of
biomass boilers, giving a total of 6MW biomass heat.
By displacing gas, 1,800 tonnes of carbon have already been
saved each year from the Phase 1 installation, representing a 91%
reduction in emissions compared to the nursery’s original energy
arrangement. By the end of July 2020, Phase 2 was completed and
carbon savings of 4,000 tonnes* per annum are projected.
The Energy Supply Agreement with AMP Clean Energy reduces
exposure to volatile fossil fuels and enables savings of £200,000
per annum (a reduction of 30%) so is a highly cost-effective solution
for Jolly Tom.
Jolly Tom, a joint venture between Gomez and the Gibilaro
brothers, has been supplying speciality British tomatoes and
peppers since joining forces in 2018.
In line with our ambitious Gomez Group sustainability targets,
Jolly Tom has rolled out a two-phase, on-site clean energy
installation over the last five years, which provides 100% of
the nursery’s energy needs.

PHASE 1 - 91% REDUCTION
IN EMISSIONS COMPARED TO
ORIGINAL ENERGY ARRANGEMENT
Energy consumption typically accounts for the greatest
proportion of emissions associated with glasshouse production
in northern Europe, including the UK, and is reliant on fossil fuels.
Jolly Tom’s challenge was to find a low carbon, renewable
and cost-effective solution best suited to the nursery’s heat-load
profile and flexible to the variations of the UK climate.
Partnering with AMP Clean Energy, in Phase 1 of the project
a 1.65-megawatt (MW) steam generating biomass combined
heat and power (CHP) plant, a 1MW biomass heat boiler
and a 3MW reserve gas peaking engine were installed.
Together these produce over 8 million kW hours of heat each
year. The biomass is powered by woodchip and pellets from
only sustainable sources and is fitted with advanced abatement
technology.
The energy plant is financed through an ESCO, also known as
an Energy Supply Agreement, with the nursery simply paying

ibilaro
d Felice G
Michael an
Jolly Tom

Spotlight on...

* Based on an assumption of an equivalent boiler efficiency of 85% for both gas and biomass.
Calculated on the basis of biomass 0.01563 kg CO2e/kWh and gas 0.18385 kg CO2e/kWh.

The fully serviced on-site provision enables complete control of the
nursery’s heat-load and allows the Gibilaro brothers to focus on
doing what they do best: growing superb, sustainable fresh produce.

AMP Clean Energy is a great partner for us – they
invest in biomass heat and a grid electricity peaking
plant and we benefit from significant savings which we
can invest back into our business.
Knowing that our product line is produced using clean,
low carbon energy gives confidence to our customers
and the consumer.
Felice Gibilaro ~Jolly Tom
Lee Valley, Essex

PHASE 2 - PROJECTED SAVING
4,000 TONNES OF CARBON A YEAR

FOOD WASTE

Reduced by 70%
A RANGE OF FACTORS CAN LEAD TO FOOD LOSS, SURPLUS
AND WASTE WITHIN THE FRESH PRODUCE SUPPLY
CHAIN. THESE CAN INCLUDE WEATHER VOLATILITY, CROP
VARIETY, PESTS AND DISEASE, CHANGES TO FORECASTING,
SPECIFICATIONS, DELAYS IN TRANSIT TIME OR PROLONGED
RESIDENCY.
Gomez is part of Champions 12.3, a coalition dedicated to
inspiring ambition, mobilising action and accelerating progress
towards SDG 12.3 by 2030. This year we have also committed
to the 10 x 20 x 30 initiative which brings together 10 of the
world’s biggest food retailers and 20 of their priority suppliers
with the aim of halving rates of food loss and waste by 2030.

IN 2017 WE MADE A COMMITMENT, AS
PART OF CHAMPIONS 12.3 TO REDUCE
FOOD WASTE IN OUR OWN OPERATIONS
IN THE UK BY 50% BY 2030.
BY 2020 WE HAD IN FACT ACHIEVED A
69.5% REDUCTION IN FOOD WASTE.

Each year since 2017, we have calculated the overall food
waste and surplus from our packhouse (total site: 42,000m2) in
the UK over a twelve month period, using the WRAP Guidelines
and material hierarchy (below).
In 2017, our baseline year, our UK site generated 2,276 tonnes
of food waste with 100% of the waste going to landfill. As a

proportion of total food handled (98,971 tonnes) this equated
to 2.3%.
By 2020, we had reduced this to 0.7% as a percentage of total
food handled at our site (90,506 tonnes) over the preceding
twelve month period. This represents a 69.5% reduction from
our baseline year. Our surplus and waste figures for 2020 can
be broken down as follows:
• 1,288 tonnes (1.4%) was not sold to customers or the
wholesale market
• Of this, 670 tonnes are accounted for as surplus, with 29
tonnes donated to FareShare for redistribution and 641
tonnes to animal feed
• The remainder - 618 tonnes or 0.7% of our total food
handled - was accounted for as waste that went to landfill

This year, we have begun to report on food surplus and waste
at source within our Group in addition to our processing
data from the UK. For our 2020 submission to WRAP, we
have reported on preliminary results from a six month data
collection pilot in tomato and stone fruit production. For
tomatoes, this showed zero food waste from our packhouse
at source, with 150 tonnes of surplus product redistributed
for human consumption and 300 tonnes sent to animal feed.
At field level, it is estimated that c.2% (of 50,000 tonnes) of
crop grown is unharvested at the end of the season and is
aerobically composted with the remainder of the plant.
For stonefruit, we calculated that of 40,000 tonnes of
production, there was zero food waste and surplus in 2020.
Any fruit that was not sold as intended – c.15% - goes to
secondary market for juicing.
We have committed to continuing to build the accuracy of
our measurement at source and will report on this in greater
detail in coming years.

Our achievements in reducing our food waste so substantially
have been driven by a number of actions:
WHOLE CHAIN APPROACH
We strive to prevent surplus and waste being generated in the
first instance, taking a whole chain approach that begins in the
field. From carefully selecting varieties, growers and growing
locations, to ensuring optimal storage, transit and packing
conditions, we work to prevent and address food waste in the
most efficient, sustainable and integrated way.

Spotlight on food wa te
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INVESTING IN NEW TECHNOLOGY
We have invested in equipment, such as temperature
controlled storage and ripening rooms, that allow us more
control over storage and the ripening process and to further
reduce waste.
DEVELOPING PACKAGING ALTERNATIVES
We continue to work on new forms of packaging to help
reduce food waste and improve shelf life, while being mindful
of the impact of packaging on the environment. A good
example is our packaging ventilation innovation which helps
products stay fresher for longer and reduces food waste.
OPTIMISING SPECIFICATION
Some of our fresh produce is unsuitable for our standard

lines due to minor defects such as blemishes or being misshapen,
but we can use this in alternative retailer ranges or entry level
discounter brands. Any food that does not meet these required
specifications, but is still perfectly good to eat, is sold to wholesale
markets.
INCREASING VOLUMES TO FARESHARE
We have been able to grow our partnership with FareShare
significantly since it began in January 2019 and have been able
to donate 33.2 tonnes over the past 12 months - this equates to
over 79,000 meals provided across 1,500 UK front-line charities
and community groups.
MAXIMISING EFFICIENCY WITH FARESHARE
We have continued to evolve the ways in which we work with
FareShare in order to maximise our partnership. We have
created a team of Gomez ‘FareShare Champions’ throughout
the business, work to flex delivery days to the FareShare depot on
some shorter life products such as ripe and ready stone fruit and
are able to suggest usage and recipe ideas to make the most of
particular product volumes. Read our next spotlight to learn more.
DIVERTING SURPLUS TO ANIMAL FEED
Over 2020, we have worked to move food surplus, suitable
for human consumption, up the food hierarchy through our
partnership with FareShare. Where produce isn’t fit for human
consumption, we divert as much as we can to animal feed. This
year we were able to send just over 640 tonnes of what would
otherwise have gone to landfill to animal feed.
Over the next reporting year, we are committed to growing our
partnership with FareShare further, to increase the proportion
of surplus redistributed for human consumption. We will also
continue to work hard to reduce waste to landfill to as close to
zero as we can, by continuously looking for new ways of working.

TOTAL FOOD HANDLED

90,506 TONNES

Partnering with Gomez has been
a real asset to FareShare.
Since the relationship began,
we have been able to
access high quality surplus pro
duce for our UK network
and by working with their FareSha
re Champions we can
coordinate collections that maxim
ize product life. Gomez
are not only efficient with our third
party hauliers, they also
have a local relationship with Fare
Share Kent and deliver
direct to their depot - this is a rea
l advantage as product
life is further extended and the con
sistency benefits all.

WAYS OF WORKING

FARESHARE PARTNERSHIP

Our journey o far...

What we’ve learned...

GOMEZ BEGAN PARTNERING WITH FARESHARE, THE UK’S
LARGEST CHARITY FIGHTING HUNGER AND FOOD WASTE,
IN JANUARY 2019. HERE WE EXPLORE WHAT WE’VE LEARNT
ALONG THE WAY.

WE HAVE EVOLVED OUR WAYS OF WORKING AND IDENTIFIED
SIX KEY AREAS WE HAVE IMPLEMENTED TO MAXIMISE
OPPORTUNITIES THROUGHOUT OUR PARTNERSHIP PLAN.
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At Gomez, as growers who put our hearts into everything
we produce, we are passionate about ensuring that fresh
produce suitable for human consumption does not go to
waste. Before 2019, the primary route for any surplus was
animal feed but, in line with our strategy to move surplus up
the food hierarchy* by redistributing it to people, we initiated
our partnership with FareShare. FareShare is leading the fight
against hunger and food waste by redistributing food to frontline charities, so is the ideal partner to ensure our produce still
provides nutritious, healthy meals for those in our community
who need them most.
At the outset of our partnership, we identified a particular
surplus and waste hotspot was our quality control shelf life.
As a part of the QC process, we set aside samples every
day from every product line packed. We keep these samples
to check how well products last while on display in store,
enabling us to address any quality issues which may lead to
waste later down the line. Now, after our shelf life tests have
been completed and rather than product going to animal
feed or landfill, we have a Gomez driver taking all suitable
produce to the local FareShare depot three times a week.
In the first six months of our partnership with FareShare,

The Gomez team have also volu
nteered at FareShare Kent
and taken part in a Christmas Foo
d Collection highlighting
that their commitment goes beyond
the provision of surplus
produce. The value of a local
and national partnership
cannot be overstated and we loo
k forward to continuing
this work in the future. From everyo
ne at FareShare and on
behalf of the charities and organis
ations we serve we say
a massive thank you to Gomez
.”

S. Granville

~ Fare

FARESHARE CHAMPIONS

we were able to donate 3.5 tonnes of food. We worked to
grow this relationship over the next 12 months which resulted
in an increase to almost 30 tonnes, equating in total to almost
80,000 meals provided across over 1,600 UK front-line
charities and community groups to date. Not only have we
significantly increased the volumes donated to FareShare,
we have also evolved our ways of working and identified
opportunities to maximise our partnership.

79,192
MEALS

33.2

TONNES

1,602

CHARITIES

Figures from FareShare impact data from Feb 2019 - Aug 2020.

*www.wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/food-waste-measurement-guidelines_0.pdf

Spotlight on FareShare

We have a team of Gomez ‘FareShare Champions’ throughout
the business. This is an effective way for our team to identify
opportunities across different areas of the business and
consistently look at ways to further reduce surplus and champion
waste reduction.
PLANNING AHEAD
Our business model and experience enables us to plan when
we are likely to have larger volumes of surplus suitable for
human consumption, as a result of crop flushes. We are able to
give the FareShare team an idea of what we are likely to have
coming their way so they can distribute effectively across their
charities and community groups.
GO LOCAL
We have worked to build a relationship with our local depot,
FareShare Kent, taking product there ourselves three times
a week. This regularity is an efficient way for us to manage
surplus and for the local FareShare depot to receive product
with maximum life.
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FLEXING DELIVERIES
When it comes to some specific, shorter life products, such as
ripe and ready stone fruit we work with FareShare to adjust
delivery days to ensure that product arrives where it’s needed
whilst still at its freshest.
FRESH PRODUCE EXPERTS
We are able to suggest recipe ideas to inspire charities and
community groups to create nutritious meals. With an on-site
development kitchen and extensive product knowledge we are
well placed to make usage suggestions.
VISITS AND VOLUNTEERING
Keen to find new ways to embed our partnership within the
business, our team has arranged extra collections of long-life
product, visited local depots and are planning ‘volunteer days’
at the depot as soon as the current situation allows.

We are so pleased to have been able to grow our partnership with FareShare over
2019 - 2020 and look forward to reporting again on the next chapter of our journey.

CONTACT
Get in touch

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
DEBORAH JOHNSON
ETHICAL & SUSTAINABILITY MANAGER

deborah.johnson@agomez.co.uk

@agomezltd

